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- apps.dtic - some strategists consider erich ludendorff as the greatest of all the leaders of the first world war
and one whose accomplishments approached napoleonic dimension.' yet erich ludendorff failed as a strategic
leader. the components of strategic success seem to transcend history with only minor modification.
ludendorff's failure, as in the case ... social issues in literature: war in erich maria remarque's ... - erich
maria remarque 1. the life of erich maria remarque 16 authors & artists for young adults remarque’s
experiences in the first world war were the basis for all quiet on the western front. the book’s suc-cess in turn
had a major effect on his life. 2. parallels and contrasts in the lives of remarque and hitler 28 rob ruggenberg
erich harth, november 16, 1919 - syracuse university - erich did so, received his bs in 1943, and began
graduate school as, in spite of the war effort, physics students were deferred from the draft. in anticipation of
the normandy invasion, the deferments were canceled in the spring of 1944. other graduate students got jobs
at oak ridge, but, as an enemy alien, erich could not. the idea of total war: from clausewitz to ludendorff
- honig the idea of total war: from clausewitz to ludendorff 31 tides of history carry on their strong backs’5 ––
can underplay the important direction ideas can give to the actual conduct of war. as i will argue, both
clausewitz and ludendorff constructed important conceptualizations erich maria remarque - celina schools
- 5 the first world war erich maria remarque 1898–1970 much of the literature written about world war i in the
years following the war focused on heroism and patriotism. but author erich maria remarque told a different
story. world war i was a new kind of war, a war fought with modern military technology. machine guns hitler's
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others to start studying, it is going to be better. erich hartmann ”the blonde knight of germany” or ”the
... - hartmann was only 17 when the war began.he was born in weissach, wurtemberg on april 19,1922.he was
the son of a physician and his mother, a brilliant sportswoman was a pilot and an aviation enthusiast. erich’s
life was quite adventurous already in his early childhood. a cousin of his father, while on all quiet on the
western front by erich maria remarque - erich maria remarque’s all quiet on the western front synopsis
paul bäumer narrates the story entitled ‘all quiet on the western front’, where the german army faces french,
british and american forces during world war i. paul and several of his school friends were inspired by their
teacher kantorek to law reports of trial of war criminals, volume xiii ... - world war, apart from the major
war criminals tried by the nuremberg and tokyo international military tribunals, but including those tried by
united states military tribunals at ... trial of erich weiss and wilhelm mundo . united states general military
government court at ludwigsburg, germany, 9th-10th november, 1945 . the two vons: the world war i
secret government ... - war i secret government investigation of erich von stroheim ! elliot einzig porter s
everal years ago, while researching a first world war espionage trial in the national archives in washington, i
came across the following document: war department headquarters western department san francisco
received august 6, 1920 office chief of staff, mil ... ludendorff, erich | international encyclopedia of the
... - ludendorff, erich by roger chickering ludendorff, friedrich wilhelm prussian (german) general born 09 april
1865 in kruszewnia (provinz posen), kingdom of prussia died 20 december 1937 in munich, germany erich
ludendorff was the effective commander of the german armed forces during the war. erich maria remarque
all quiet on the western front ... - erich maria remarque all quiet on the western front translated from the
german by a. w. wheen fawcett crest this book is to be neither an accusation nor a confession, and least of all
an adventure, for death the art of loving copyright © 1956 by erich fromm no part ... - world
perspectives world perspectives is dedicated to the concept of man born out of a universe perceived through a
fresh vision of reality. its aim is to present short books written by the all quiet on the western front erich
maria remarque - by erich maria remarque that was first published in 1929. sparknotes: all quiet on the
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hitler's most brilliant general [illustrated edition] [kindle edition] by feldmarshall erich von manstein in pdf
form, in that case you lepkowski’s prisonbreak - flames of war - to have them interred as regular
prisoners of war, sparing them from the firing squad as guerrilla fighters. even more amazing was that the
german casualties were only three lightly wounded soldiers despite all of the heavy fighting. erich lepkowski
was an instant hero. ramcke promoted all quiet on the western front - mr. hurst's class page - erich
maria remarque german writer, who became famous with his novel im westen nichts neues (tr. all quiet on the
western front, 1929), which depicted the horrors of war from the point of view of the ordinary soldiers. in his
works remarque focused largely on the collapse of the old european world and values. biography of erich
von däniken - biography of erich von däniken erich von däniken april 14, 1935 zofingen , switzerland d uring
his formative years at the renowned collège st-michel in fribourg, switzerland , erich von däniken immersed
himself in ancient holy writings and unsolved archaeological puzzles. as a young gastronome , he began
writing the first world war - cambridge scholars - the first world war: analysis and interpretation, volume 1
xi official narrative of russia. two contributions analyze post-second world war perceptions of its historical
precedent in the autobiographies of german jews after the holocaust and in the official narrative of the city of
erich fromm: biography by douglas kellner (http://www ... - anti-war movement of the 1960s. fromm
continued to argue for a humanistic and democratic socialist position, and claimed that such elements were
intrinsic in marxism. his many books ... psychology were published in the zeitschrift fur sozialforschung by
erich fromm. fromm was a road to war & situation briefing - road to war & situation briefing erich
hoffmann. the skolkan story road to war falling into war. skolkan nations & neighbors skolkan– geo strategic
situation nato unclassified rel ... sets the stage for the war that began in 2015. road to war skolkan advances!
phase i: the baltic states a deranged harvard professor tried to change the course of ... - a deranged
harvard professor tried to change the course of world war one by storming the glen cove estate of financier j.
p. morgan with pistols and dynamite in 1915. on july 3rd, 1915 a mousy-looking scholar named erich muenter
stepped of f the train at glen s treet s tation and hired a car to take him to the east island, glen cove estate of
j. p. the pity of peace - lse - erich von falkenhayn, informed his government that germany’s war effort had
failed, that its military machinery lay in pieces, and that the only way out of the deadlock would be through
diplomatic channels, see mommsen [2001, p. 47]. balance of power, globalization, and the capitalist
peace - and the capitalist peace erich weede . 2 contents 1. preface 3 ... the causes of war, and the
prevention of war, have been my first research interests. my dissertation as well as my 'habilitationsschrift'
(weede 1975) focused on war and its avoidance. since the late 1960s i never lost interest in war, although my
interests se(l defence as an exonerating circumstance of guilt for ... - trial of erich weiss and wilhelm
mundo . united states general military government court at ludwigsburg, germany, 9th-10th november, 1945.
se(l defence as an exonerating circumstance of guilt for war crimes. a. outline of the proceedings 1. the charge
. the accused, erich weiss and wilhelm mundo, were members of the chariots of the gods? - msu
department of anthropology - chariots of the gods? by erich von daniken - 7 - chariots of the gods?
introduction it took courage to write this book, and it will take courage to read it. because its theories and
proofs do not fit into the mosaic of nazi war criminals, u.s. intelligence, and the cold war shadow onazi war criminals, u.s. intelligence, and the cold war o. hitler’s shadow. hitler’s shadow nazi war criminals,
u.s. intelligence, and the cold war richard breitman and norman j.w. goda ... hitler’s chauffeur erich kempka
witnessed bormann’s death and told junge about it shortly afterwards. in july the essays of erich neumann,
volume 2 - muse.jhu - erich neumann's relationship with jung are by now part of the history of analytical
psychology. had it not been for the intervening years of the war, we would have heard much earlier of erich
neumann's work. he utilized these years of enforced isolation for a great variety of studies which, after the
war, blossomed readings: war poetry and dada - webpagesc - 017_war-poetry_dadac n. t. (march 1919,
edited with the anarchists adolf wolff and adon lacroix) and a replacement of artistic styles with mechanical
techniques in his photographs and ‘aerographs’. meanwhile the modern gallery assumed de zayas’s name in
1919, and his promotion of radical art may have influenced the estridentismo movement, was the american
civil war the first modern war? - was the american civil war the first ... in reality the term seems to have
been coined by general erich ludendorff, whose der totale krieg, published in berlin in 1935, is also mentioned
by neely (p. 439). neely’s article originally appeared in civil war history, xxxvii (1991), 5–28, and was reprinted
in erich maria remarque bibliography - dalhousie university - erich maria remarque
dokumentationsstelle, universitat osnabriick 1988 2 vols. dm 49.80 when remarque's famous novel all quiet on
the western front was published, at first serialized in the ullstein paper vossische zeitung in 1928, there were
over 200 war novels, diaries, eyewitness accounts etc. in print in germany. report documentation page apps.dtic - marshal erich von manstein were similar in that they both worked for many years in relative
obscurity, but at the outset of world war ii each saw a meteoric rise in rank until finding himself at the head of
some of the largest forces in the world facing extreme challenges and a terrifying potential for failure. nazi
war criminals - campbell m gold home - 2 part one nazi war criminals - general adolf hitler (20 apr 1889 30 apr 1945) austrian-born german politician and the leader of the national socialist german workers party
(german: nationalsozialistische deutsche arbeiterpartei, abbreviated nsdap), commonly known as the nazi
party. world war i - southmoreland school district / overview - world war i concept i. long-term causes of
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world war i a. rival alliances: triple alliance vs. triple entente 1. 1871: the balance of power of europe was
upset by the decisive prussian victory in the franco-prussian war and the creation of the german empire. a.
bismarck thereafter feared french revenge and negotiated treaties to isolate france. b.
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